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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest:  Mat Staver
Topic:  Contact Tracing

News From Around PA
The PA Human Relations Commission issued a ruling stating that gender dysphoria is a protected disability under the state’s Human Relations Act. This is the result of a complaint being filed against the Bethlehem School District by a parent whose child identifies as nonbinary and goes by the pronouns they, them and theirs. The parent’s attorney said, “Under this ruling, anyone with gender dysphoria can file an antibias complaint with PHRC if they believe they’ve been discriminated against in Pennsylvania because of their disability. (NOTE: gender identity nor gender dysphoria are listed in the PA Human Relations Act as a protected class, so how did they reach this conclusion??)

The above referenced parent and child filed a federal antibias lawsuit against the Bethlehem School District in March. They are seeking an unspecified amount in damages and a comprehensive LGBT antibias policy enacted by the school district. A jury trial has been requested.

PA Department of Education says school may not open in the fall due to the coronavirus.

News From National Scene
A federal appeals court declared unconstitutional a Kansas law that required proof of U.S. citizenship to register to vote.

Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massihi of Accelerated Health Care in California question the continued stay-at-home orders saying people’s immune system will be weakened by continued enforcement, and the secondary impact: increased depression, suicide, domestic violence and child abuse. Within a couple days YouTube takes down the doctors’ video saying it “violates community guidelines.”

President Trump announces that feds would not extend social distancing guidelines passed April 30.

Attorney General Bill Barr ordered federal prosecutors across the country to watch state and local governments for incidents that violate the “constitutional right and civil liberties” of American citizens during the pandemic.

The Blackshear Elementary School in Austin, TX has been the scene of a Drag Queen Story Hour. “Miss Kitty Litter,” a convicted male prostitute, was invited by the school librarian, not only an LGBT activist, but a very prominent member of a local Austin BDSM (bondage and sado-masochism) and sexual fetish organization called Austin Gears!

While Report for America claims that it’s funding local journalism, what it’s actually doing is embedding social justice activists in local papers who are often targeted at pursuing a narrow political agenda.
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